Our History...
Calabria boasts an ancient tradition in the art
of silk processing, introduced by the Byzantine
monks between the IX and XI Century, the
excellence of silk products was appreciated in
courts throughout Europe.
Over the years, the Bossio family has been
able to tie Calabrian tradition to modern
technologies in the textile field, developing
an innovative product that enhances the
extraordinary cosmetic and therapeutic
properties of silk.
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For all the products of the Setiamo line,
cocoons, disks and gloves, we use silk
and cocoons coming from small Calabrian
companies that guarantee the total
naturalness of the production process and
the extraction of the filament. Only in this way
it is possible to maintain all the prodigious
properties of sericin, the protein created by
the silkworm, Bombyx Mori, during the silk
production.
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Silk’s benefits...
Many scientific studies have demonstrated the
healing and cosmetic effects of sericin:
•
•
•

Powerful anti-aging that can substantially
reduce wrinkles and blemishes
High moisturising capacity thanks to its
low molecular power
Protective and repairing effect thanks
to its film-forming and non-occlusive
properties

The products of the Setiamo line have a
double effect: they combine the exfoliating
and smoothing mechanical action of the
scrub, with the release of sericin, allowing its
extraordinary active ingredients to penetrate
deeply into the skin.
~ All products are made in Italy by Calabrian
master craftsmen ~

Our products...
Raw silk shower glove
Composition: 65% raw silk, 23% linen and 12%
cotton.
All the fibres used are pure, totally free of any
chemical treatment.
Our glove, recognizable by its original yarn,
allows an excellent exfoliating and softening
mechanical action and it releases the sericin
contained in the raw silk on the exfoliated
skin. This substance, produced by the
silkworm to weld the fibroin filaments, has
been scientifically proven and recognized as a
natural protein with extraordinary healing and
cosmetic effects on the skin.

Raw silk pad for the face
Composition: 70% raw silk and 30% cotton.
All fibres are pure, totally free of any chemical
treatment.
The silk side of the pad, recognizable by its
original yarn, allows excellent exfoliating and
softening mechanical action and releases
the sericin contained in the raw silk on the
exfoliated skin.

Silk cocoons
Silk cocoons can be used for facial skin. Each
cocoon can be used for up to 3 treatments.

